D ATA S H E E T

Malicious Activity Assessment
Know Your Risk. Act Before Impact.

THE PROBLEM
On a long enough timeline,
the probability of preventing
a breach eventually drops
to zero. It’s an unfortunate
reality that attackers are
locating critical data and
exfiltrating at record speeds,
yet time to detect and respond
is increasing across all
industries. Prevention simply
is not enough. Point-in-time
assessments are valuable but
limited in duration and scope.
Digital transformation and
the speed of business are
also contributing risk factors.
Meanwhile overwhelmed
and under-resourced security
teams must figure out
blind spots while operating
at dangerous levels of
risk. Unfortunately, most
organizations discover blind
spots when it’s too late.

49% of attackers
spend 21+ hours
a week bypassing
security systems.1

The Black Report: Decoding The
Minds of Hackers 2018
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THE ANSWER
The Malicious Activity Assessment augments traditional risk assessments with 45
days of continuous network visibility to detect known, unknown and evasive threats
that may be present or are bypassing preventative measures. Utilizing full packet
capture, data is fed to 24x7 SOC analysts who leverage proprietary hunting methods
to confirm and isolate attackers before their objectives are achieved. Daily alerts
and weekly reports provide critical insight to your security team illuminating where
preventative measures failed, and areas that require refinement. As a result, your
organization identifies defensive weaknesses over an extended timeframe against
real-world attackers and areas of greatest risk.

MONITOR
Inspect everything. Miss nothing. Assume the suspicious is malicious.
The Malicious Activity Assessment provides 45 days of peace of mind.
No compromises. No blind spots. 24x7 SOC analysts continuously
monitor network activity with deep packet inspection illuminating
threats already lurking within your networks and those looking to take
advantage of blind spots.

MITIGATE
Detect the known. Hunt the unknown. Isolate before impact.
Find what prevention misses. The Malicious Activity Assessment detects the
known and assumes everything else is a potential threat. Embedded threat
hunters investigate the unknown and isolate attackers before they
can accomplish their objectives.

MEASURE
Identify blind spots. Understand your risk. Adapt for the future.
Know your strengths and weaknesses. Minimize against future risk.
The Malicious Activity Assessment provides weekly and executive
summaries with insight into your potential blind spots. Summarized SOC
investigations with detailed recommendations provide critical data to
pinpoint areas of greatest risk so you can adapt your defenses.
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A BETTER APPROACH TO ASSESSING RISK

MALICIOUS ACTIVITY
ASSESSMENT
• VULNERABILITY
ASSESSMENT
• PENETRATION TEST
• PHISHING
• RED TEAM

Strengths:

STRATEGIC RISK
ASSESSMENTS

Strengths:

Strengths:

• Tests prevention, detection
and response

• Longer timeframe of visibility

• Tests people, process
and technology

• Detects new threats from
real-world attackers

Weaknesses:
• Limited in time
• Limited in scope
• Limited real-world emulation

• Finds existing threats

• Contains attacks
• Provides guidance on
defensive refinements for failed
preventative measures

Weaknesses:

• Looks at risk relative to
business objectives
• Highlights programmatic
weaknesses and changes
needed at strategic and
operational level

Weaknesses:
• Does not look at operational/
tactical level

• Does not look at risk
strategically
• Not focused in scope of attack
emulation

WHAT IS MALICIOUS ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT DESIGNED TO SOLVE FOR?

Time and scope limitations of point-in-time
assessments

Lack of packet level visibility across
network activity

Identification of threat actors already inside
the network

Inadequate capabilities to identify and
investigate unknown and suspicious activity

Identification of blind spots and preventative
measures

Prioritization of risks with data to confirm
defensive weaknesses

Establishing network activity baseline and
measurement of subsequent risk
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FEATURES

MONITOR
45 Days of Continuous Threat Monitoring
eSentire SOC analysts monitor all network activity
24x7, with no reduction in coverage or reliance on
on-call employees. We average 35 seconds or less
from notification of a possible event to begin a human
investigation.

Analysis
Captures the following type of network traffic that, when
appropriate, is used for forensic analysis:

• Categorized URL (web) traffic
• Categorized rules-based detected traffic
• Unusual port scan information
• Executables downloaded
[Optional but disabled by default]

• Raw TCP traffic
• Information resulting from DPI detection

Critical Visibility
• Full Packet Capture (PCAP)
Summary metadata and targeted queries into full PCAP
data to confirm or explain an event with forensic analysis
techniques.

• URL History
Captures HTTP traffic and provides full forensics view
complete with referrer and user agent. It also uses a
proprietary Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) engine to
detect and capture URLs.

• IP Blacklist (AMP) [Optional but disabled by default]
Uses a proprietary DPI engine to detect traffic from
blacklisted IPs.

• Data Loss Analysis
Provides outbound file capture, such as email
attachments, for threat qualification and forensic
analysis including SMTP, cloud storage, FTP transfers,
etc.

• Packet Analyzer
Detects suspicious behavior such as unusual ports
scans, sequential scans and “spamming” machines.

• Bandwidth Profiler
Detects abnormal bandwidth usage if there is a
suspected internal threat (exfiltration or otherwise) or a
Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attack.

• SSL Decryption and Traffic Disruption
Detects SSL based malware for profiling and threat
signature creation.

• Country Killer [Optional but disabled by default]
Uses a proprietary DPI engine to stop traffic from IPs
that are located in a specific country or blocks them
based on the country’s domain.

• Executable Analysis and Blocking
[Optional but disabled by default]
Provides whitelist-based executable download
detection and mitigation. If a file is not in the whitelist,
analysts intervene and block the download by killing the
connection in real time.
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FEATURES

MITIGATE
Active Threat Hunting

Forensic Investigation

Signals that are unusual are marked as threats and fed
into eSentire’s analytics pipeline and suspicious activity
identified via human investigation and confirmation.

Embedded SOC support includes forensic investigation
to determine the root cause of confirmed threats and
corrective actions.

Alerts

Event Management

Immediate alerting from a human analyst at the eSentire
SOC upon detection of both confirmed threats and
unusual behaviors or activity.

SOC analysts deliver deeper analysis to determine true
positives and further escalation of security incidents for
corrective action with defined threat context.

Tactical Threat Containment

Co-Managed Remediation

[Optional but disabled by default]
Rule-based detection and mitigation capabilities can
automatically “kill” TCP connections in real-time or to
notify SOC analysts. The SOC can also manually “kill”
TCP connections on the client’s behalf preventing a threat
actor’s spread.

Analysts provide co-managed remediation until the threat
actor is completely eliminated, not simply alerts and
general guidance.

MEASURE
Weekly Review

Optional Conversion

Dedicated client engagement team provides weekly
reports of activity, SOC findings, notable investigations
and malicious activities detected.

Convert the Malicious Activity Assessment to an ongoing
Managed Detection and Response service with eSentire
and receive a credit applied to ongoing coverage.

Executive Summary
At the conclusion of the engagement an executive
summary meeting provides high level and detailed
insight into your risk posture and recommendations for
defensive refinement.
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HOW DOES IT WORK?

45 DAYS
1

2

Network sensors
deployed

Data (full packet
capture) is collected
from the client
network and sent
back to the SOC

3

4

Analysts monitor and
hunt for threats
1

2

Finds existing
threats

Weekly reports
are sent with
investigation details

Detects new
attacks

5

Executive meeting
and report that
summarizes
malicious activity as
well as defensive
refinements needed

• Contains
attackers

MAKE THE CASE FOR MALICIOUS ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT

45 days of network visibility utilizing
full packet capture
Identifies threat actors already inside your network
Illuminates blind spots in your network defenses
Detects and confirms known and unknown
threats with embedded threat hunting
and forensic investigation

Isolates threat actors on your behalf
Weekly investigation summaries and
threats detected
Executive summary meeting to identify areas
of greatest risk and provide recommendations
for defensive refinement

CONTACT US TO SCHEDULE YOUR MALICIOUS ACTIVITY ASSESSMENT TODAY!

The Malicious Activity Assessment is powered by eSentire, the global leader in Managed Detection and
Response (MDR) providing the last line of defense for organizations all over the world with rapid detection,
response and containment of threats that evade traditional security measures 24x7x365.

